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RECYCLED COMPONENTS Every single component on the signal path of the original analog circuit has been taken
into account in the modeling process, in order to obtain an accurate model of the original board. We guarantee
that the musical DNA of the original has not been affected. Note that the TIP51 transistor used in the original

circuit has been replaced by a Darlington-pair transistor to reduce noise and improve the signal quality. CESIUM
CIRCUIT An entirely new Circuit Design, enabling a powerful new sound, making it noticeably more aggressive

than its green counterpart. MIXER SECTION The TS-999 offer 7 knobs, dedicated to each of the different aspects of
the signal path. The pedals section includes 3 knobs controlled by an LCD Digital Stereo Meter, and a

programmable wet/dry knob, with the settings saved in the device and recalled at any time. The preamp section
includes 3 powerful knobs, for the tube stack, and 1 low-gain tube and 1 PWM control knobs for the power supply

section. There is also an input and output level control. The section dedicated to the “WARP” also includes 1
control knob for the automatic level control, as well as a 3-band Filter switching selector for “Raw”, “Clean” and
“Muddy”. The amount of programmability of the TS-999 makes it easy to match its output to any pre-existing

setups, or even to create entirely new ones. DRIVE SECTION The TS-999 is set up to work in all 2/3/5-Ohm
configurations, switching to the optimal impedance for each single channel. There is also a volume control for the
bypass section, and the TS-999 has been created to reproduce exactly the original tones of the overdrive circuit.
The “dirty” tone is reproduced using the 1st sub-circuit, while the “clean” tone is reproduced using the 2nd sub-
circuit. DIFFERENTIAL SECTION The TS-999 offers a unique input structure, designed to reproduce the overdrive
effect of the original hardware. There are 4 different inputs, each one of them working with a dedicated preamp

circuit. The front-end of the circuit is comprised of a unique High-Pass Filter for each channel, which is followed by
a 6-Band EQ, for equalization of the input signal. There
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- 88dB THD and 2.6 µs dynamic attack time - Two footswitchable modes: o Clean/BOOSTER: When set to this
mode, the pedal makes use of the Neutral settings selected on the guitar's preamp o Overdrive/DISTORTION:

When set to this mode, the pedal makes use of the Overdrive settings selected on the guitar's preamp - Automatic
volume and phase control (specially designed for guitar and bass) - Gain control - Output level meter - Saturated
mode: In this mode the signal is 100% overdriven - Output jack cross-over is selectable, from 68 Hz to 300 Hz -
Footswitches: o Anode: select between different channel settings o Cathode: select between different distortion

types (Crunch, Squeeze, Flanger) o Mode: switch between overdrive and distortion modes - MIDI-in/Out, MIDI learn
function and CV-In/Out - USB connectivity, powered by an included AC adapter Description by the Product

Manager: M-Audio introduces the D16/2X Overdrive Pedal, a compact and lightweight 16-volt pedal with durable
all-metal construction. This device offers two switchable overdrive settings with two footswitches, gain, volume,
and output level. The internal diode-rectified power supply delivers clean, noise-free, and distortion-free signals,
while the features designed for use in a live performance include a USB/MIDI input, and low-noise signal routing.
The D16/2X Overdrive Pedal also features an XLR combo/MIDI output. Features Metal housing: durable, compact

and lightweight Two footswitches: control gain and overdrive mode. Choose between clean and overdriven signals
with a simple two-step switch Output level meter: easily view the output level and the distortion level Output jack

cross-over: select between a clean and overdriven signal Bass control: switch the bass overdrive level Gain
control: set the desired gain level Internal diode-rectified power supply: reduces the amount of noise found in the
power supply Two-pole magnetic power supply: provides maximum power and minimal hum and noise Two XLR

outputs: external signal outputs for connecting the D16/2X Overdrive Pedal to another device or an effects
processor. 3a67dffeec
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The SubScreamer was created from its original analogue circuit. Among the eleven band-pass filter section, five
octave-up splitters, the super-fast 555 chip oscillator and the big 2,500mA power supply, it is the five band EQ
that makes the difference. An FET is used to step down the power supply on to both positive and negative rails.
The actual gain reduction is done by a 560R Darlington pair, though this has been optimised for maximum
distortion, but it won’t hurt your guitar as the gain reduction is only 90dB in total. For the best possible emulation
of the real hardware, the most used effects has been taken into account: Each band has its own gain, bandwidth
and amplification. You can also cycle through them with the push of a single button. The interaction between the
different bandpass-filters, the down-samplers and the pre- and post-graphics has been adjusted by using five
separate transformers, each with its own feedback. Together with the two send / return inputs, a complex
interconnection is built, mimicking the real SubScreamer’s connection patterns and impedance. The TS-999
consists of three buffered inputs. There is a gain switch and a master volume that affects all the three inputs at
once. This also allows easy and safe integration with other amps. The final output uses a high-quality XTR
transformer for a balanced output signal. Even the circuit board layout has been meticulously copied from the
original SubScreamer. The TS-999 integrates all the previous knowledge about the “808” and “Lunar-1” and keeps
them in one handy box. If you own any of the SubHumans pedals and want to finally own a truly analogue
emulation of those legendary and rare overdrives, download the free demo and try it out now! Supernova 9-band
Dynamic Pedal is the most popular, established and trusted guitar overdrive for the most demanding players. With
the Supernova’s 9-band EQ, selectable by mode and feedback switch, players can quickly dial in the perfect tone.
The EQ provides a massive amount of tonal control to suit virtually any guitarist. The back-panel controls are easy
to access and include: Modes – High Gain – Treble Overdrive Uptone/Bass Overdrive Low Gain Tone –

What's New in the TS-999?

• Emulates the true circuit of the famous overdrive pedal made by Ignite Amps • Digital approximation of the real
circuit • Multiple physical models of the “808” • Smooth and responsive guitar distortion • Perfect for tracking and
mix • Low-end control for dirtier tones • Very easy to use • Support all hosts with VST and AU plugins • Able to
record as standalone standalone pedal • Digital interface optimized for ease of use • Able to work with all versions
of Ableton • An intuitive user interface • Quick presets for ambient/drone, guitar, lead, clean and noise • 30 new
4-band graphic equalizer modes • 10 new envelope modes • Buffered power supply for maximum stability •
Internal direct D.I.C. for correct sequencing of presets • 5-band graphic parameter tuner • Unique three finger
tapping feature • Adjustable digital delays • Keylock feature for perfect sequencing • Sync to Ableton’s S4 engine
TS-999 Features: ・ Several “808” features have been implemented for a more authentic sound ・ Audio interface
optimized for ease of use ・ Real time performance with a flexible graphic interface ・ Digital envelope that allows a
more dynamic use of the effect ・ Changes in physical and circuit knobs can be accurately emulated ・ TS-999
pedal is a digital emulation of its real hardware counterpart ・ An accurate compressor circuit also available for
audition ・ Significant bass decrease ・ Additional delay and reverb available for audition ・ Buffered power supply
for maximum stability ・ TS-999 is a digital emulation of its real hardware counterpart ・ An accurate compressor
circuit also available for audition ・ Significant bass decrease ・ Additional delay and reverb available for audition ・
Buffered power supply for maximum stability ・ TS-999 pedal is a digital emulation of its real hardware counterpart
・ An accurate compressor circuit also available for audition ・ Significant bass decrease ・ Additional delay and
reverb available for audition ・ Buffered power supply for maximum stability ・ TS-999 pedal is a digital emulation
of its real hardware counterpart ・ An accurate compressor circuit also available for audition ・ Significant bass
decrease ・
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System Requirements For TS-999:

Recommended: Intel Core i5-4590/i7-4900M, AMD Ryzen 7 1700/1800 Recommended: Intel Core i5-6500/i7-7500,
AMD Ryzen 7 1800X, FX-8350 Recommended: Intel Core i7-3770K, AMD Ryzen 7 1700, FX-8320 Recommended:
Intel Core i5-7600K, AMD Ryzen 7 1700, FX-8320 Stable: Intel Core i7-7700K, AMD Ryzen 7 1800X
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